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Oh!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng sneered at the corner of his mouth, and said lightly: “Okay,
since you have to be unhappy, then I will fulfill you.” The
voice fell, and Yue Feng moved his muscles and bones.
For a time, the surrounding atmosphere also became solemn, and the battle was about
to start.
Whoa!
However, at this moment, a group of patrolling disciples from Leihuomen walked up
quickly and shouted, “What’s the matter? Who is fighting here?”
Soon, one of the leading disciples looked at Yue Feng. Finally, his eyes fell on Dong Liu
and the two of them: “You are so bold, dare to be right…”
Because Xiao Yunlei explained before that Yue Feng was the VIP of Leihuomen, so
these disciples naturally turned to him.
However, before the second half of the sentence was finished, Yue Feng secretly shook
his head at the disciple.
He didn’t want to reveal his identity casually, let alone let the two of Dongliu know about
his relationship with Xiao Yunlei.
Uh….
Seeing this scene, Dongliu and Hongxia looked at each other and quickly put away their
long swords.
Immediately, Dongliu stepped forward and said to the disciple with a smile: “Brother, I’m
not making trouble here. My name is Dongliu, the great disciple of the Sword Sect of the
Eastern Proud Continent. I used to visit you Thunder Fire Sect often.
” Really, Dongliu doesn’t want to be so polite, but there is no way, this is the place of
Thunder Fire Gate after all.
“It doesn’t matter who you are.” The disciple’s expression did not fluctuate at all, and he
said lightly: “You can’t fight in Fenglei Town, this is the jurisdiction of our Thunder Fire
Sect, understand?”
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“Understand, understand.” Dong Liu nodded repeatedly. At the same time, he did not
forget to glare at Yue Feng.
Mad, you are lucky today.
idiot!
Aware of Dong Liu’s gaze, Yue Feng chuckled and turned to leave.
Want to run?
Seeing that Yue Feng was about to leave, Dong Liu suddenly became excited.
At the same time, Hongxia clenched her long sword and was about to catch up.
“What are you doing?”
However, the disciple of Leihuomen was quick-witted, and quickly stopped the two of
them with his companions, shouting loudly: “I already said, you can’t fight here, you still
want to catch up with the trouble of looking for others?”
Dong Liuyu Crying without tears, he explained: “We are not looking for trouble, that
person has something to do with our sword sect traitor.”
The disciple shook his head: “No matter what kind of grievances you have, in short, you
can’t do it here.” As he
spoke, Yue Feng’s figure was already there . disappear into the streets.
Ugh!
At this moment, Dongliu sighed in his heart, only to feel a nameless fire, but it was not
easy to attack.
…
Yue Feng walked out of the street and returned directly to Leihuomen.
When they entered the room, they saw Mu Xixi and Song Qian sitting there and resting.
“Okay!”
Yue Feng showed a smile and put all the ingredients on the table: “All the ingredients
are ready, you can make alchemy. Are you in a hurry?” I

met two Dongliu just now, which did not affect Yue Feng at all. Mood.
In his heart, it was the most important thing to quickly recuperate Mu Xixi’s body. He
had to know that he would be very weak after going through the fire.
“Who’s waiting for you?”
Mu Xixi bit her lip lightly, and said angrily, “Don’t put gold on your face.”
As soon as she finished speaking, Song Qian smiled and said, “Master, you asked me
just now. , brother-in-law has been gone for so long and hasn’t come back, will he run
into trouble, why don’t you admit it now?”
Shuh!
Mu Xixi’s face flushed, and she said coquettishly, “Shut up.”
This Xiaoqian really doesn’t want to mention it.
Haha…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing out loud, then summoned a
porcelain jar, prepared the materials, and started alchemy.
…..
At this moment, in the hall of Thunder Fire Gate. Xiao Yunlei
was sitting there, instructing a few maids: “You guys, after the meal is ready, take it to
the guest room. Remember, the distinguished guests come from extraordinary origins,
so you can’t be slighted in the slightest.”
With regret.
He originally planned to have a few drinks with Yue Feng in the evening, but Yue Feng
wanted to concoct alchemy, so the plan of drinking and talking could only go to waste.
“Yes, Sect Master!”
After hearing the order, several maids responded and hurriedly went to work.
“Master!”
As soon as he left, a disciple walked in and said to Xiao Yunlei, “Jianzong’s Dongliu
brought his junior sister and came to visit.”
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the great disciple of Jianzong?
Xiao Yunlei frowned, then waved his hand and said, “Please come in.”
That Dongliu had visited a few times before, and Xiao Yunlei and Xiao Yunlei were
considered to be old acquaintances.
“Yes!”
The disciple responded, turned around and went out, and after a while he brought Dong
Liu in.
Seeing Dongliu coming in, Xiao Yunlei greeted with a smile: “Young warrior Dongliu, I
haven’t seen you for a long time, but you still have the same demeanor, hehe…”
Jianzong is one of the three major sects in Dongao Continent. There’s no harm in
thunder fire doors.
While greeting, Xiao Yunlei couldn’t help but glance at Hongxia.
beautiful!
I really did not expect that there are such charming and sexy female disciples within the
Sword Sect.
Because she had rested in the inn before, Hongxia deliberately changed into a long red
dress. The charming curves were looming, her facial features were delicate and
charming, and the beauty was indescribable.
However, Xiao Yunlei held his identity and didn’t look at it much, and quickly turned his
attention.
“Sect Master Xiao is really praised by Liao Zan.”
Hearing the praise, Dong Liu was very embarrassed and said humbly: “The style of the
sect master is just a little bit in Kyushu. I rashly visited today, and I hope that the sect
master will not be blamed.”
Although Dong Liu has a personality Publicity, but also self-knowledge, in front of Xiao
Yunlei, did not dare to show the slightest arrogance, and looked respectful.
After speaking, Dongliu did not forget to greet Hongxia: “Junior sister, have you met the
Clan Master Xiao yet?”
“Sword Sect disciple Hongxia!” As the words

fell, Hongxia smiled and gave Xiao Yunlei a light salute: ” I have seen Clan Master
Xiao.”
Haha….
Xiao Yunlei laughed loudly and waved his hand: “Okay, alright, Young Master Dongliu is
not an outsider, so there is no need to be so polite, you two are good, wait for me to
order people to prepare food and drinks, let’s be good Have a few drinks.”
Those wine and vegetables were originally intended to entertain Yue Feng, but Yue
Feng didn’t have time to concoct alchemy, so Xiao Yunlei had no choice but to be
friendly and greet Dong Liu two.
While talking and laughing, Xiao Yunlei greeted the two of them, went to the side hall
next door, and then instructed the maid to prepare wine and food.
This…. Dongliu
at this time was very flattered. You must know that Xiao Yunlei, although enthusiastic,
had never treated him like this before.
Could it be that because the Sword Sect has become more and more prosperous in the
past two years, Xiao Yunlei has paid more and more attention, so his attitude is more
friendly than before?
I thought so in my heart, but Dongliu didn’t show it.
After all, the junior sister Hongxia is following. In this kind of scene, I have to hide my joy
and anger, or else I will be useless?
“Senior brother!”
After taking a seat in the side hall, Hongxia gently pulled Dongliu, her delicate face
couldn’t hide her emotion: “I didn’t expect that your relationship with Clan Master Xiao
would be so good.”
Saying this At that time, Hongxia’s eyes were full of admiration.
In her heart, she thought that Xiao Yunlei was so enthusiastic because of his
relationship with her senior brother, and hosted a banquet in person.
Haha….
Feeling the admiration of Hongxia, Dongliu was very useful, nodded and replied in a low
voice: “What do I need to say? The first time I saw Clan Master Xiao, he appreciated me
very much. After passing through, they will all come to visit, it can be said that there is

no other person in the Kyushu who can be so valued by the Xiao Clan Master, except
me.”
The more Dong Liu said, the more arrogant he became: “You must know that I will be
the Sect Master of our Sword Sect in the future, can this Xiao Clan Master treat me with
such courtesy?”
Hmm!
Hearing these words, Hongxia nodded again and again, admiring and admiring Dongliu
even more in her heart.
The senior brother is great, and I will walk with him in the future, and I will not be afraid
of anything.
The voices of the two were very low, and Xiao Yunlei didn’t hear it at all. At this time, he
was thinking about how to help Yue Feng as much as possible.
After a while, the food and drinks were ready.
“Come on, Young Hero of Dongliu!”
At this moment, Xiao Yunlei raised his glass with a smile and said to the two of Dongliu,
“It’s been a long time since we’ve seen each other, let’s have a drink first.”
Dongliu quickly stood up, very humble He said: “Clan Master Xiao is very polite, I should
toast you first.” As
he spoke, Dongliu raised the cup and drank it.
Hongxia next to her quickly accompanied her for a drink.
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Xiao Yunlei smiled, raised the cup and took a sip, and said, “The young master of
Dongliu is not as romantic and unrestrained as he is, but he is still so forthright. In the
future, the Sword Sect will be able to flourish in your hands.”
“Thanks to the Xiao Clan . The Lord loves you. Speaking of which, the head of the Xiao
Clan is the hero of the generation of the Jiuzhou rivers and lakes…” The
two sides talked and exchanged cups, the atmosphere was very lively.
Soon, the wine passed three rounds.

At this time, Dong Liu had drank a lot of wine, and his face was flushed, but his mind
was still a little sober. When he thought of the purpose of his visit, he took the
opportunity to say: “Clan Master Xiao, this visit, there is one thing I would like to ask for
help.”
When the words fell, Hongxia next to her also put down her glass and looked at Xiao
Yunlei with a bit of anticipation.
“What’s the matter, Young Master Dongliu, but it doesn’t matter.” Xiao Yunlei nodded
with a smile.
call!
Dong Liu took a deep breath, with a bit of shame on his face: “Don’t be afraid of Xiao
Clan Master’s jokes, there has been a big incident in our Sword Sect these days. After
going down the mountain, our sword sect went up and down, and we tried our best to
hunt down and failed.”
After speaking, Dongliu glanced at Hongxia and continued: “My brother and sister, I was
ordered by my teacher to go down the mountain to investigate the whereabouts of Hua
Yemeng. But after two days of searching, there is no clue at all. I hope Clan Master
Xiao can help us to inquire about it.”
“After all, you are familiar with Leihuomen of the Apocalypse Continent.”
What?
Hearing this, Xiao Yunlei was stunned for a while, and it took a while to recover?
Hua Ye Meng betrayed Jianzong?
It’s really surprising.
Although Xiao Yunlei has never been to the Sword Sect, as the head of the Thunder
Fire Sect, he is well-informed and has a lot of knowledge about the Sword Sect. He
knows that the deputy Sect Master Hua Yemeng is not only a beautiful woman, but also
a powerful and powerful person. Jianzong is even more single-minded, and she has an
indifferent temperament. She has been in seclusion and practice at the main altar of
Jianzong all the year round, and rarely goes down the mountain.
It was incredible that such a woman would suddenly betray Jianzong.
Doubt in his heart, Xiao Yunlei looked at Dongliu and couldn’t help but ask: “Is there any
misunderstanding in this matter? As far as I know, Hua Ye Meng also saved your
master’s life, and is even more loyal to Sword Sect. If you don’t move, how can you
suddenly betray?”

Alas!
Facing the question, Dongliu sighed and said complicatedly, “It’s hard to describe this
matter.”
At this time, Hongxia, who had been silent, couldn’t help answering: “Senior Brother,
since Clan Master Xiao is your friend, this matter What are you embarrassed to say?”
Speaking of which, Hongxia said to Xiao Yunlei: “Xiao Clan Master, you don’t know, that
Hua Yemeng seems to be innocent and serious, but in fact she is a watery woman. Let
apprentice Mo Qingyi perform a scene and bring a wild man up the mountain. That wild
man is very cunning. At first, he pretended to be injured. swordsmanship.”
Is there such a thing?
Hearing this, Xiao Yunlei was stunned.
Before Hongxia was finished, she said more and more vigorously, and continued: “It’s
more than that, Hua Yemeng has been the deputy suzerain for so many years, and I
was not convinced, so I wanted to take my master’s suzerain position, so I secretly
conspired with that wild man. , As a result, when the two were in a private meeting in
Jiange, they were discovered by my master.”
“The scandal was exposed, Hua Yemeng, a slut, naturally couldn’t stay any longer, so
she took her apprentice and fled down the mountain overnight.”
When saying this , Hongxia’s charming face, unable to hide the contempt.
She loves Dongliu and gave him her whole body and mind, but Dongliu is secretly
infatuated with Hua Yemeng, which makes Hongxia very upset, so she deliberately
fabricates some non-existent things to slander Hua Yemeng’s innocence in front of Xiao
Yunlei.
“Junior sister!”
At this moment, Dongliu couldn’t listen anymore, and touched Hongxia lightly under the
table.
Hua Ye Meng is the woman she is obsessed with, but she was told by her junior sister
to be so unbearable…
Hongxia said with a coquettish expression, “Am I wrong? That wild man appeared in
Hua Ye Meng’s room that night. I didn’t slander her.” The
more Dongliu defended the flower and leaves dream, the more upset Hongxia felt.
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Hearing this, Dongliu smiled bitterly and stopped talking.
call!
At this time, Xiao Yunlei knew the ins and outs. He couldn’t help but let out a sigh of
relief. He said with emotion, “I never thought that the famous Hua Yemeng in the arena
would turn out to be this kind of woman.” As
he said, Xiao Yunlei shook his head in regret.
“It’s not…”
Hongxia quickly replied, “On the surface, she is innocent, but she does everything in
secret. It’s not a bad thing for us to betray this kind of woman.”
Xiao Yunlei smiled and nodded, then asked curiously. Said: “It’s hard to predict what
happens in the world. I’m just curious, what kind of man can make Hua Yemeng give up
the position of the deputy sect master of the Sword Sect.” The
voice fell, and Dong Liu’s face sank, covering up She couldn’t help but feel the anger in
her heart: “That’s a very cunning guy.”
“More than cunning!”
Hongxia bit her lip and said contemptuously, “It’s just a liar, to be honest, even an ugly
man can’t be right. Seeing, I guess, Hua Yemeng master and apprentice have been
staying on Zongtan Mountain for a long time, thinking that men are crazy, so they will
find such a person.”
“That person calls himself Ah Feng, right… “
Speaking of this, Hongxia suddenly thought of something, with a bit of anger and pity on
her charming face: “An hour ago, on the street of Fenglei Town, we also met him, but
unfortunately, let him run away!” “
So coincidentally?
Hearing this, Xiao Yunlei suddenly became interested and looked at Dong Liu: “You
saw that man in Fenglei Town?”
Dong Liu smiled bitterly, nodded and said, “Yes, at that time, my junior sister and I were
about to start, but you The disciples arrived and said that fighting is not allowed in
Fenglei Town, so the kid fled in the chaos.”

“Clan Master Xiao!”
At this time, Dongliu had a serious and sincere expression on his face: “This time, I
rashly visited, I hope you can help us find the whereabouts of Hua Yemeng, and at the
same time help us catch the man named A Feng. “
Seriously, that guy named Ah Feng, not only has exquisite swordsmanship, but also has
unfathomable inner strength. It is very difficult to catch him by relying only on himself
and his junior sister.
Hehe…
Xiao Yunlei smiled and nodded without hesitation: “It’s a small matter, don’t worry,
Young Master Dongliu, as long as Master Hua Yemeng and the man are in this area,
they won’t be able to escape the palm of our Thunder Fire Sect. .”
At this time, Xiao Yunlei’s face was full of confidence.
Since the collapse of the Ming Sect many years ago, the various sects in the Tianqi
Continent have been fighting with each other, trying to compete for the position of the
first sect. As a result, one by one has suffered heavy damage, but the Leihuomen took
the opportunity to keep a low profile, and when the sects were fighting to the death of
each other. , developed secretly, and by now, branches have spread all over the
Apocalypse Continent.
Today’s Leihuomen is already a well-known sect in the Apocalypse Continent. Finding
three people is a piece of cake.
At this time, Xiao Yunlei didn’t know that the wild man in Dongliu’s mouth was his
benefactor Yue Feng.
“Great!”
Seeing Xiao Yunlei agree, Dong Liu and Hong Xia looked at each other, both overjoyed.
In the next second, Dong Liu hurriedly picked up the wine glass and said politely to Xiao
Yunlei: “With the help of Clan Master Xiao, we don’t have to work hard. I respect you for
this cup. Many thanks to Clan Master Xiao for helping out.”
Hongxia also Follow along with a toast.
Haha…
Seeing the polite expressions of the two of them, Xiao Yunlei laughed, picked up the
glass and drank it.

Afterwards, Xiao Yunlei smiled and said: “Hua Yemeng’s mentor and apprentice are
easy to find, after all, their identities are extraordinary, it’s just that man, whose identity
is unknown, so let’s talk about his appearance and facial features later, so I can instruct
the following Disciple.”
Hmm!
Dongliu nodded, and was about to tell Yue Feng’s appearance: “This person looks
weird, he has…”
He was interrupted halfway through his words.
“Sect Master!”
At this moment, a maid walked in quickly and respectfully said to Xiao Yunlei, “Just now
we went to deliver food to the distinguished guests, but the distinguished guests said
that they are not hungry for the time being, we don’t know what to do, I’m here to ask for
instructions.”
When she spoke, the maid’s face was full of fear.
Just now, she was carrying the delicate side dishes that she had prepared, but when
she arrived at the room, Yue Feng did not open the door and asked her to send the
dishes back.
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The maid didn’t know that Yue Feng was in the critical period of alchemy, she only knew
that this matter was ordered by the sect master, and if she didn’t do it well, she would
be punished.
What?
Hearing this, Xiao Yunlei frowned and scolded angrily: “It’s really useless, I can’t do this
well! Forget it, I’ll go there in person.”
After speaking, Xiao Yunlei stood up and pointed at Dong The two of them smiled and
said, “Sorry, I have something important to do. You can use it first.”
This…
Seeing this situation, both Dong Liu and Hongxia were stunned.
Afterwards, Dongliu couldn’t help but ask, “Clan Master Xiao, do you still have a guest
here?” What kind of guest can make Xiao Yunlei so attentive?

Hongxia is also full of curiosity.
Xiao Yunlei laughed and said casually, “He is a great benefactor of mine who once
saved my life. Let me tell you, his identity is not ordinary, enough to shake the
Kyushu…”
Halfway through his words, Xiao Yunlei suddenly stopped. Now, he patted his forehead,
Brother Feng didn’t want to reveal his identity, why did he almost miss out?
Thinking to himself, Xiao Yunlei smiled and said, “Forget it, let’s not talk about this, I’ll
go first.” After he finished speaking, he quickly walked out of the side hall.
Great benefactor?
Is the identity enough to shake Kyushu?
Watching Xiao Yunlei’s figure go away, Dongliu and Hongxia sat there, looking at each
other, each other’s hearts were inexplicably shaking.
It seems that this distinguished guest really has a lot of background.
“Big Brother!”
A few seconds later, Hongxia reacted and said to Dongliu, “This distinguished guest
from the Clan Master Xiao must have an extraordinary background. You and the Clan
Master Xiao have such a good relationship, but you must let him introduce us.
” At the time of Hongxia, her charming face was full of longing and anticipation.
If you get acquainted with this big man, it will be more convenient to walk around the
rivers and lakes in the future.
“Good Junior Sister!”
Dong Liu’s mouth curled into a smile, nodded and said, “Do you still need to say this?
Based on my relationship with Clan Master Xiao, he will definitely recommend us.
Come, let’s drink first!
” , Dongliu and Hongxia touched a cup, and at this time, the mood of the two of them
was extremely comfortable.
This visit to Leihuomen not only received the help of Xiao Yunlei, but also had the
opportunity to get to know the great people who shook the Kyushu. This trip really came
for nothing.

At this time, Dong Liu and the two did not know that the big man Xiao Yunlei was talking
about was the Yue Feng they were looking for.
…
On the other side, the Ouyang family!
In mid-air, the fierce battle between Saint Demon King Jutian and Su Qingyan
continued.
From the beginning to the present, the two had been fighting for several hours, and they
saw that Su Qingyan’s face was pale and her delicate body was trembling, and she was
almost unable to stand it anymore.
call!
Seeing this situation, everyone below Wen Chou Chou was so anxious that their hearts
hung up.
Bang Bang Bang…
At this moment, the Holy Demon King Jutian and Su Qingyan faced each other a few
times. In the last chapter, Su Qingyan couldn’t stand it any longer. More than 100
meters, and finally fell to the ground.
“metropolitan!”
“Qingyan…”
Seeing this scene, both Wen Chou Chou and the surrounding Xia Yin Sect members
exclaimed in surprise.
Immediately afterwards, a dozen elites of the Xia Yinzong rushed over and helped Su
Qingyan up.
“Haha…”
At this time, the Holy Demon King Jutian descended slowly, his eyes fixed on Su
Qingyan, showing a bit of admiration: “You can fight me for so long, you can be
considered very good, but the ending It ‘s still the same.”
Boom!
The voice fell, and the figure of the Holy Demon King Jutian burst out, like a black
lightning, rushing towards Su Qingyan.

In his heart, Su Qingyan was the strongest enemy among all the enemies present. As
long as he was subdued, the others would naturally not dare to resist in the slightest.
“Protect the Sect Master!”
Seeing this situation, dozens of Xia Yin Sect disciples howled and blocked Su Qingyan
behind them and greeted the Holy Demon King Jutian.
However, the strength of these Xia Yin Sect disciples is completely comparable to that
of the Holy Demon King of Jutian.
“A bunch of scoundrels, get out of the way!”
Seeing dozens of Xia Yinzong disciples rushing in, the Holy Demon King Jutian shouted
with disdain, raised his hand and waved suddenly.
In an instant, a blood-red light burst out.
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“Ah!”
Under the ravages of that terrifying force, dozens of Xia Yinzong disciples let out a shrill
scream before they could react, and fell into a pool of blood.
Done!
Seeing this scene, Wen Chou Chou and everyone’s faces turned pale and completely
desperate.
He thought that after Su Qingyan came, he could force the Holy Demon King Jutian to
leave, but he never expected that the opponent’s strength would be so terrifying.
At the same time, Su Qingyan’s face was also pale and her heart was full of anger.
At the same time, looking at the crowd of Wen Chou Chou who are not far away, they
are also extremely ashamed: “Brother Wen, Da Sage, I tried my best…”
“Uncle Wen, Da Sage Uncle!”
Just when everyone was completely desperate , I heard a loud cry, and then, a figure
appeared in the sky.
With sharp-edged features and a proud figure, he held a giant hammer in his hand.

It was Yue Wuya.
Since Yue Feng left Kyushu, the entire Ouyang family has been extremely anxious. Yue
Wuya and Yue Feng’s father and son are deeply in love, so they are looking for news
about Yue Feng everywhere.
Half a day ago, Yue Wuya arrived in Xicang Continent, and he didn’t find out Yue
Feng’s whereabouts. Instead, he got the news that the Ouyang family had been raided.
Mad!
Soon, when he reached the sky above the Ouyang family, Yue Wuya saw the scene in
front of him, and his eyes instantly turned blood red.
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He clearly saw that the entire Ouyang family was in a mess, Wen Chou Chou, Sun
Dasheng, and others were seriously injured, and many family disciples fell in a pool of
blood.
Swish!
In anger, Yue Wuya’s eyes were locked on the Holy Demon King Jutian, and he roared:
“Injuring my family, I want you to die.” The voice fell, and his inner strength exploded,
directly thinking of the Holy Devil King Jutian coming.
At the same time, Yue Wuya waved the Overlord Hammer, and saw a blue lightning bolt
condensing on the Overlord Hammer.
“Death!” In the
next second, Yue Wuya hissed and howled, and the Overlord’s Hammer slammed down
on the Holy Demon King Jutian.
Kachacha…
At the moment when the voice fell, the dazzling lightning tore apart the world and
slashed towards the Holy Demon King Jutian.
“Ya’er…”
“Ya’er be careful…”
Seeing Yue Wuya’s appearance, Wen Chou Chou and everyone were amazed. too
strong.

After all, even Sun Dasheng Shi Xiantian Axe is not an opponent, and Yue Wuya is also
very difficult to win.
“Another one to die?”
Watching the huge lightning strike, the Holy Demon King Jutian didn’t feel nervous at
all, instead he grinned and raised his hand to deploy a protective film on top of his head.
Boom….
The lightning slammed on the protective film, and there was an earth-shattering roar.
The surrounding dust and smoke were everywhere, and I saw that the house in that
area collapsed in an instant, with amazing power.
However, when the dust and smoke dissipated, everyone was stunned when they saw
the scene in front of them.
This…the defense is too strong.
I saw that the Holy Demon King Jutian was quietly suspended in the same place, and
there was no trace of injury on his body. It was obvious that the protective film just now
had endured the full power of the lightning.
What kind of existence is this?
Yue Wuya was also stunned, staring blankly at Saint Demon King Youtian, speechless.
With that hammer just now, he exploded with all his strength, and he didn’t even hurt
him at all.
quiet!
The entire Ouyang family was silent, and even a needle could be heard clearly.
“Hahaha…”
Looking at everyone’s expressions, the Holy Demon King Jutian laughed in the sky, and
mocked at Yue Wuya: “Boy, do you think you are so powerful, is that all you can do?”
Yue Wuya tensed . He clenched his fists and didn’t respond.
But my heart was extremely anxious.
The opponent is too strong, what should I do?
hum!

At this moment, all of a sudden, a terrifying aura came from the night sky not far away.
For a time, the night sky was quiet, and suddenly dark clouds rolled.
“Hooho…”
In the next second, among the rolling dark clouds, there was a roar of a giant dragon.
At this moment, whether it was the Holy Demon King Jutian or everyone Chou Chou,
they all looked at it subconsciously, and they were all stunned.
I saw that there were huge figures in the night sky coming from the clouds and fog, and
under the reflection of the lightning, the scales glowed with a terrifying cold light.
This is a giant dragon, there are a dozen or so, each giant dragon is a hundred meters
long, a huge body, surrounded by thunder and lightning, making people palpitate.
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This….
Seeing more than a dozen giant dragons appearing, many demon warriors were
inexplicably frightened. You must know that although these demon warriors are
powerful, they do not dare to shout with dragons.
You must know that the dragon is the head of the four innate spirit beasts, and it is the
most powerful in both attack and defense.
Qinglong?
Seeing this scene, the Holy Demon King Jutian also had a solemn expression on his
face, completely lost his previous pride.
I saw that in front of the dozen or so giant dragons, there were two slender figures
coming from the sky.
One was wearing a long golden dress, with a graceful figure and strong aura.
Another delicate and delicate.
It was Xian Di, the patriarch of the Qinglong family, and Xiao Xi.
call!
At this moment, feeling the breath of Xian Di, everyone present felt breathless.
I’m saved…

Looking at Xian Di and Xiao Xi in mid-air, Wen Chou Chou and the crowd were
indescribably excited and excited. The Qinglong family is here, and now the Ouyang
family is completely saved.
In the blink of an eye, Xian Di and Xiao Xi came to the sky above the Ouyang family
with the dragon.
“Brother Wen, Big Sage.” Xiao Xi’s red lips parted lightly, unable to hide her anxiety:
“Don’t panic, we’re here.” When she said this, Xiao Xi almost cried.
Because she could clearly see that the Ouyang family in front of her was almost razed
to the ground. The bones of the disciples of the Ouyang family were everywhere, and
the ground was stained red with blood.
The relatives of Wen Chou Chou were also seriously injured.
At the same time, Sandy’s delicate face was also full of anger.
You must know that the Ouyang family and the Qinglong family are in the same spirit.
After all, Yue Feng has been taking care of his younger sister all these years, and Yue
Feng is also the Dragon Lord of the Qinglong family. At this time, Yue Feng’s family was
injured like this. How can I not be angry?
“Haha!”
At this moment, the Holy Demon King Jutian reacted and chuckled, hovering above the
sky and looking at Xian Di from afar: “The Ouyang family has a lot of allies, I didn’t
expect that even the Qinglong family came here. Support.”
Saying that, the Holy Demon King Jutian looked up and down at Xiandi: “If I remember
correctly, you are the current Qinglong Patriarch, Xiandi? I warn you, this is a grievance
between our Demon Clan and Ouyang Clan. , I hope you don’t intervene.”
When the last sentence fell, the Holy Demon King Jutian regained a bit of arrogance,
and did not pay any attention to Xian Di and the giant dragons behind him.
The demons even dared to fight the Yutian Palace, why should they be afraid of the
Qinglong family of the four innate spirit beasts?
call!
Hearing this, Xian Di’s delicate face did not fluctuate at all, and said coldly: “You are one
of the twelve holy demon kings of the demon clan, I have heard of you, your demon clan
is rampant and evil, if we don’t care If you do, the whole world will be disturbed by you.”

While speaking, Xian Di looked at the tragic battle below and continued: “Moreover, our
Qinglong clan and Ouyang clan have a life-and-death covenant. If you want to move the
Ouyang family, our Qinglong family must not sit idly by.” The
words were firm and unequivocal.
What? Covenant of life and death?
At this moment, the Holy Demon King Jutian stood there, shocked.
What kind of ability does Yue Feng have to make a covenant with the Qinglong clan?
Thinking to himself, the Holy Demon King Jutian sneered, looked at Xian Di and said,
“Forging a covenant with a human being, your Qinglong family is really going
backwards.” The discord between face and heart resulted in a fiasco. The other three
clans were trapped in the sealed land, while your Qinglong clan escaped from the realm
of the gods and hid in the human world. Alas, it can be said that the enmity between you
and the realm of the gods is inexorable.”
“Your biggest enemy is God’s Domain, not our Demon Race. Now your Qinglong Clan
has kept a low profile for thousands of years, and it is the right thing to join our Demon
Race to deal with the Nine Heavens God and the Great Ancestor.”
“I think so, today Don’t intervene in this matter, when you catch the people of the
Ouyang family, go back and report to the Demon Clan, and let your Qinglong clan join
the group. At that time, we will join hands to seize the realm of the gods and create a
prosperous world together.”
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When talking about this, the Holy Demon King Jutian’s face was full of vigor: “As long as
you completely seize the realm of the gods, your Qinglong family will completely
surpass other congenital spirit beasts. Isn’t it good?”
“As for the Ouyang family and Yue Feng, they are just a bunch of human ants. Is it
worth it to offend such a powerful ally as our
demon clan for a bunch of ants?” Staring at Xian Di, “What do you think about my
proposal?”
“I’m sorry, I’m not interested.”
However, Xian Di didn’t even think about it, and refused very simply: “Our Qinglong
family will not be with you demons. The family cooperated.” The attitude was firm,
without the slightest hesitation.

Xiandi knows the demons too well. A person with a ferocious and cruel personality has
never been reasonable. Especially the Demon Lord Gone and the twelve holy demon
kings are all fickle and deceitful people. If they really cooperate with them, only Fearing
that after capturing the Divine Realm, the Demon Race will cross the river and demolish
the bridge and turn their heads to deal with the Qinglong Family.
Cindy is not a three-year-old child, so naturally she won’t believe it easily.
Swish!
Seeing Xiandi’s decisive refusal, the Holy Demon King Jutian couldn’t hold back his
face, and his face turned gloomy: “Xiandi, think about it clearly, it’s not good to fight
against our demons.”
While speaking, the Holy Demon King Jutian urged silently . The power of the demon
soul suddenly distorted the sky around him.
Seeing this scene, the people below Wen Chou Chou were all nervous, and they all
raised their hearts.
If there is a fight, can these dozen giant dragons defeat this demon king?
Xian Di was not afraid, and was too lazy to talk nonsense at this time, and said coldly to
the Holy Demon King Jutian: “Stop talking nonsense, you immediately evacuate with
your subordinates, and I will treat the previous thing as nothing happened, otherwise,
the consequences will be at your own risk.”
Mad!
Hearing this, Saint Demon King Jutian’s face instantly became extremely ugly.
This fairy is so arrogant, how dare you threaten me?
However, the Holy Demon King Jutian did not break out immediately, but looked around
and said coldly, “I can leave, but I will take away the people from the Ouyang family.”
The purpose of coming here today is to arrest the people of the Ouyang family. Yin
Yuefeng appeared, must not return without success.
To be honest, the Holy Demon King Jutian didn’t want to waste words with Xian Di, but
he couldn’t help it. After a few hours of fierce battles, the more than 100 demon warriors
he brought with him consumed a lot of power.
In this case, it is difficult to block a dozen dragons.
“No!”

As soon as she finished speaking, Xian Di shook her head and sternly refused: “I said,
the Ouyang family has a covenant of life and death with our Qinglong family, and you
can’t take it alone today.”
“Okay! Very good!
” The Heavenly Sage Demon King sneered again and again, his face extremely
hideous, he couldn’t help it at that time, and roared: “I want to learn how to teach, how
powerful the Qinglong clan, the first of the four innate spirit beasts.”
Om!
The voice fell, and the Holy Demon King Jutian completely burst out the power of the
devil’s soul. In an instant, the world changed color, and then the Holy Demon King
Jutian came straight towards Xiandi like a bolt of lightning.
Seeing this scene, the people below Wen Chou Chou couldn’t help but sweat for Xian
Di. You must know that the strength of the Holy Demon King Jutian, they have
personally experienced it, and they are so strong that they are perverted.
However, Xian Di’s delicate and beautiful face did not show any tension.
“Meet the enemy!”
Seeing the eruption of the Holy Demon King Jutian, Xian Di raised her jade hand, and
her red lips lightly spit out two words.
To be honest, Xian Di is very aware of the strength of the twelve holy demon kings, and
each of them is very powerful and terrifying. If she had never dared to be so rash
before, but she clearly felt that after the previous fierce battle, Jutian holy demon king
and those demon clan The strength of the warriors has consumed a lot. So don’t be
afraid at all.
“Hoohoho….” The
voice fell, and more than a dozen giant dragons circling high in the sky behind them all
let out a roar.
Each of these dozen giant dragons is the elite of the Qinglong clan, and their strength is
comparable to that of human practitioners in the later stages of the Tribulation Realm. It
can be said that any giant dragon can walk sideways on a continent.
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At this time, more than a dozen giant dragons erupted at the same time, and the
terrifying power gathered together caused the sky to be violently distorted, dark clouds
rolled, thunder bursts, and the momentum was terrifying.
“A dozen long worms want to stop me?”
At this time, the Holy Demon King Jutian, with a face full of fear, raised his hand and
waved, holding a strange weapon tightly.
I saw that it was a dark iron rod with complicated black patterns wrapped around it, and
the whole body was full of black energy, and it was full of evil spirits.
This weapon is called the ‘Hunyuantian Devil’s Pestle’. It is the Chaos Meteorite Iron
obtained by the Demon Lord Gone. It is a weapon specially made for Youtian.
Huhu…
As soon as the Hunyuan Tianmo pestle came out, the whole world roared with
hurricanes, and the dark clouds rolled, as if the end of the world.
Seeing this, everyone below Wen Chou Chou couldn’t help but sweat for Xian Di and
the dozen or so giant dragons. Although the strength of Xiandi and Julong is also very
strong, but facing Jutian, one of the twelve holy demon kings, it is also a little overhang.
“Do you want to use weapons?”
However, Xian Di’s delicate face did not fluctuate in the slightest, and she did not panic
at all, and ordered lightly: “Form formation !
“
, the huge figures roared up one after another, and in a blink of an eye they surrounded
the Holy Demon King of Jutian.
The formation of the Qinglong family?
At this moment, the Holy Demon King Jutian frowned secretly, his face dignified.
I saw that more than a dozen giant dragons were circling and dancing, seemingly
disorganized, but they cooperated closely with each other, and the heads of each
dragon were facing up to the sky.
Feeling bad, the Holy Demon King Jutian wanted to rush out, but these giant dragons
had too strong defenses and rushed out at all.

After trying several times without success, the Holy Demon King Jutian was a little
furious and shouted at Xiandi outside: “Xiandi, is your Qinglong family only capable of
this?”
Ma De, trapped by more than a dozen dragons, It’s so frustrating.
“Haha!”
Feeling the anger of the Holy Demon King Jutian, Xian Di raised a smile on the corner
of her mouth and said softly: “What’s the hurry, this is just the beginning, the good show
is still to come.”
“Hohohoho…”
The moment the voice fell, more than a dozen giant dragons let out a roar of dragons in
unison.
In an instant, in the entire sky, the dark cloud rolled up in an instant, and then, there was
a terrifying chill in the sky.
Yes, the formation formed by these dozen giant dragons is called the ‘Flying Dragon
Thunder Light Formation’. As the name suggests, it uses the power of the Qinglong
itself to lead the mysterious thunder from the nine heavens down through the formation
to deal with powerful enemies.
Of course, this kind of formation consumes the power of the dragon very much, but
dealing with the existence of the Holy Demon King Jutian, it is not so much to care
about.
hiss!
The sound of thunder sounded, and the people below Wen Chou Chou, as well as the
surrounding demon warriors, were all inexplicably frightened and looked up at the sky
with deep awe in their eyes.
Especially Wen Chou Chou people, they are both shocking and incomparably exciting.
“Can this formation attract the thunder of the sky?”
“If it can attract the power of the thunder, it will be able to completely defeat these
demons.”
“Awesome…”

The following discussions kept coming, and the Holy Demon King Jutian was also
sweating profusely. At this time, his previous arrogance was gone, but an indescribable
fear.
Mad, this is a sign that the thunder is about to appear.
I didn’t expect that the formation of the Qinglong clan could have such great power and
be able to attract thunder.
Careless, really careless.
At this time, Xiandi, who was suspended in the sky, looked at the Holy Demon King
Jutian coldly: “I gave you a chance before, but you didn’t take it well, so accept your fate
now.”
“Crack!”
The moment the voice fell , I heard a deafening thunder, coming from the rolling clouds,
followed by a blue-white lightning that suddenly ripped apart the sky.
“Om! Om! Om!”
Immediately afterwards, the dark clouds in the sky suddenly ripped apart, as if the sky
had opened a big hole, and then lightning bolts fell from the hole, directly towards the
Holy Demon King Jutian. Chop off!
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Quiet!
Seeing this scene, everyone present was stunned. The entire Ouyang family and even
Zhongzhou City were dead silent. Even if a needle falls on the ground, you can hear it
clearly!
Everyone present looked up at the lightning bolts, and their eyes were full of awe!
Mad!
Feeling the power of the thunder, the Holy Demon King Jutian’s face was pale, and he
wanted to dodge in a hurry, but he was surrounded by dozens of giant dragons, and
there was nowhere to hide!
Boom, boom, boom!

In the blink of an eye, dozens of lightning bolts slammed on the body of the Holy Demon
King Jutian. At this moment, within a kilometer of the Ouyang family, dust was
everywhere!
“Your Excellency the Demon King!”
“The Demon King…” The
billowing dust and smoke filled the air, drowning the figure of the Holy Demon King
Jutian at once. Seeing this, many of the demon warriors below were all anxious and
howled, wanting to rush over to check the situation. , but there is smoke everywhere,
and you can’t see it at all!
This dusty sky lasted for a full ten minutes.
When the smoke and dust gradually dissipated, the situation in front of him finally
appeared!
call!
Seeing the scene in front of them, whether it is the ugly and ugly people or the demon
warriors, they all take a deep breath!
I saw that the entire Ouyang family was completely razed to the ground by the lightning
that day, and the place struck by the lightning was blasted into a huge deep pit, which
was hundreds of meters in diameter and hundreds of meters deep. Meter!
In the deep pit, a figure stood there tremblingly, the armor on his body was full of
cracks, blood was dripping, and it was extremely miserable.
It is the Holy Demon King of Jutian.
“Your Excellency the Demon King!”
Seeing this scene, more than a dozen demon warriors exclaimed and rushed in to help
him out.
It worked!
At the same time, the crowd of Wen Chou Chou was extremely excited and excited.
Win, the battle is finally won.
Mad!

At this moment, the Holy Demon King Jutian took a deep breath and stared at Xiandi in
the air, unable to hide the resentment and anger in his heart.
If it hadn’t consumed a lot of demon soul power before, how could she have found a
chance?
At this time, the Holy Demon King Jutian clearly felt that he was bombarded by dozens
of thunderbolts just now, and the demon soul in his body was seriously damaged.
“Now you know that we are powerful!”
At this moment, Xiao Xi, who had been silent beside her, finally couldn’t help it. She
snorted and slammed her palm towards the Holy Demon King Jutian.
At that time, the Holy Demon King Jutian couldn’t dodge at all, so he had to grit his
teeth, mobilize the power of the demon soul, and meet him with a palm.
boom!
When the palms of the two sides touched, they saw that the face of the Holy Demon
King Jutian was pale, a mouthful of blood spurted out, and his body was shaky.
At the same time, Xiao Xi also snorted, and her delicate body was directly shaken out,
and she flew dozens of meters before landing on the ground. At that time, she took
several steps back to stabilize her figure.
After stabilizing her figure, Xiao Xi’s delicate face was also blue and white, and the
blood in her body was churning.
After all, the Holy Demon King Jutian was the right-hand man of the Demon Lord Gone.
Although he suffered from the power of the thunder before and was very weak, it was
more than enough to deal with an opponent like Xiao Xi.
“Your Excellency the Demon King…!”
Seeing that the situation of the Holy Demon King Jutian was not good, the surrounding
demon warriors were all nervous, and then I didn’t know who shouted: “Otherwise, let’s
withdraw…” After
saying this When they came out, the other demon warriors also nodded in agreement.
Your Excellency the Demon King is injured, how can we fight this battle? After all, the
power of the sky thunder caused by the dozen or so dragons just now was so terrifying
that even the Demon King couldn’t stand it, and even the Demon Warriors himself
couldn’t stop it.

If there are dozens of thunderstorms in the future, I’m afraid all of them will die here.
“Withdraw!”
Listening to the advice of his subordinates, the Holy Demon King Jutian clenched his
fists tightly, and after several seconds he gritted his teeth and shouted, “All withdraw!”
When the voice fell, he led his demon warriors and quickly withdrew.
To be honest, the Holy Demon King Jutian was very unwilling to withdraw like this. You
must know that Wen Chou Chou and the rest of the Ouyang family have no strength to
fight again.
But the strength of Xian Di and the dozen or so giant dragons is really too strong, and if
they don’t withdraw, they will not be able to leave.

